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1. Introduction
This deliverable, named “Support cycle’s call report v1” (D2.3), was developed as part of the
MediaMotorEurope project, as referenced in the Description of Action – Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement
no. 871552. It aims to report on the results of the first open call and, more precisely, to present statistics
such as the applications received and applications accepted, as well as the matches and relevant
procurements identified.
MediaMotorEurope will have three open calls: the first one took place between the 18th of May and the
17th of July 2020, the second one will take place from the 1st of September to the 30th of October 2020,
and the third one will happen between March and May 2021.
The aim of the open calls is to recruit promising European deeptech innovations which are building
solutions for the media sector and the creative industries. The programme will support at least 60 startups
throughout 2020 and 2021, each being assigned to one of the four innovation hubs for continued support:
•
•
•
•

the Bergen hub - Media City Bergen (MCB);
the Brussels hub – VRT (VRT);
the Thessaloniki hub - THERMI - Business Incubator (THE);
the Sofia hub - Cluster Sofia Knowledge City (CSKC).

After this introduction, this deliverable is divided in the following chapters:
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 – Open call for startups, presenting the statistics of the submitted applications;
Chapter 3 – Selected startups, listing the top 20 startups and scaleups selected for the first
support cycle;
Chapter 4 – Call for expressions of interest for media organisations, presenting the media
organisations that signed up to the programme until the present moment;
Chapter 5 – Cross-Matchmaking, presenting the matches and public procurements identified for
the selected startups;
Chapter 6 – Conclusions, summarising this report.

The results of the second and third open calls and matches done in upcoming support cycles will be
presented in D2.4 Support cycle’s call report v2 (M12) and D2.5 Support cycle’s call report v3 (M18).
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2. Open call for startups
The first MediaMotorEurope open call for startups opened on the 18th of May and closed on the 17th of
July 2020, with 86 finalised applications, out of 145 expressions of interest.
What follows is an overview of the total number of applications received, an analysis of the applications
in progress vs finalised overtime, and relevant data regarding the finalised applications, to provide a better
understanding of the 86 startups and scaleups that applied.

2.1 Started and finalised applications
In total, there were 145 startups and scaleups starting an application on the F6S platform, with 86 of them
finalising their application within the open call deadline. This data shows that more than half of the started
applications were finalised within the deadline (59.31%).
Started/created vs finalised
The first MediaMotorEurope open call remained open for two months (from 18 May 2020 until 17 July
2020). As expected, the graph shows an exponential growth, with the number of applications rising in the
last week and specifically in the last two days, which is a well-known tendency for similar projects.
Apart from the fact that most startups and scaleups usually apply near the deadline, the growth in
applications can also be explained by the outreach and communication efforts made by all partners
throughout the open call period. In general, the quantity of created applications accompanies activities
such as email outreach, social media campaigns, presentation at events, and other dissemination efforts
made by the project’s partners. Of course, all applicants are encouraged to finalise their application
throughout the duration of the open call.

Applications submission timeline
200
145
100

86

0

Created

Finalised

Figure 1. Applications submission timeline
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2.2 Finalised applications
A total of 86 startups and scaleups finalised their applications to the MME programme, out of the 145
that started the application process. As such, the project has successfully met the value set for the KPI
“Number of startups applying to join the programme across the hubs”, which has an average of 83
applicants per open call.
What follows is an analysis of the data gathered through the 86 finalised applications, including country
of origin of the applicant, the incorporation status of the venture, the year of incorporation, the activity
keys, the market application codes, the media challenge potentially addressed, the partnerships sought,
and the channel through which they discovered MediaMotorEurope.
Country
The distribution of applicants across Europe and H2020 associated countries was satisfactory, showing
that the MediaMotorEurope’s first open call dissemination efforts were successful in spreading the
message to eligible countries.
The most represented countries were the United Kingdom, Belgium, Bulgaria, and Germany. In addition,
it is relevant to note that the countries of the MME innovation hubs are represented (Belgium, Bulgaria,
Greece, and Norway). The remaining countries were evenly represented, with one to three applications
each. “Other” refers to any country outside the EU or H2020-associated countries (disqualifying factor).

Country
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7
3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

United Kingdom
Belgium
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Germany
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Norway
Spain
Estonia
Switzerland
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Romania
Portugal
Croatia
Serbia
Netherlands
Turkey
Finland
Ireland
Ukraine
Israel
Italy
Latvia
Armenia
Poland
Other
Slovakia
Denmark
France
Lithuania
Austria
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12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 2. Country
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Incorporation status
Most of the startups and scaleups that applied to the programme are already incorporated/legally
established (92%), with a small number of applicants being currently in the process of incorporation. Only
3% of the candidates said that their business was not incorporated or under incorporation, which,
according to the eligibility criteria, is a disqualifying factor.

Incorporation status
3% 5%

In the process of incorporation
No

Yes

92%

Figure 3. Incorporation status

Year of incorporation / Legal Establishment
The majority of the startup applicants were incorporated/legally established in the last four years, which
demonstrates that MME achieved its goal of attracting young companies to be part of the programme.
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Figure 4. Year of Incorporation
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Activity Keys
To help understand the area of activity of the applicants, one of the questions in the application form
referred to the business activity keys (technical development activities from a variety of technological
fields). A document with a list of coded activity keys was displayed in the application form, and the
applicants used it to find the relevant codes for their activities. It can be consulted here.
In the graph below, it is possible to visualise the activity keys selected. It is important to note that
applicants could select more than one activity key. In the graph, “Other” refers to different codes that
were only selected less than five times. The most chosen options were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine learning, statistical data processing and applications using signal processing (e.g.
speech, image, video) (400124),
Artificial Intelligence, intelligent systems, multi-agent systems (400103),
Natural language processing (40011907),
Cloud services (40010603),
Web and information systems, database systems, information retrieval and digital libraries,
data fusion (160306), and
Artificial Intelligence & Decision Support (21010601).

Activity Keys
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Figure 5. Activity Keys

Market Application Codes
Following the same strategy as determined for the activity keys, explained above, a document was made
with the Market Application Codes, to help understanding the most common markets where the solutions
presented can be applied. It can be consulted here, as well as on D2.1 - Offering and requesting templates.
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According to the data on the graph below, the most common choice for market applications were:
•
•
•
•

Media related services (9003006),
Artificial intelligence related software (2007016),
Data processing, analysis, and input services (2006004), and
Advertising and public relations (9003002).

In the graph, “Other” refers to different codes that were only selected less than five times. It is important
to note that applicants could select more than one market application code.
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Figure 6. Market Application Codes

Media challenge potentially addressed
Five main media challenges were defined to be part of the application form of the MME’s open calls, with
the intention to help organising the candidates’ solutions, give a scope of action to the applicants, and
ensure that the presented solutions targeted some of the biggest challenges that the media industry faces
nowadays. The distribution of the media challenges potentially addressed was satisfactory, showing that
all challenges were relevant and that MediaMotorEurope obtained multiple candidates in each one.
Although the five main challenges were suggested, applicants had also the opportunity to not select any
of these and prefer the option “Other”. This option ensured that there were not too many limitations on
the scope of the solutions, as long as they respected the overall theme of the programme (deeptech
solutions applied to the media or creative industries) and the eligibility criteria.
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Media challenge potentially addressed
Advancing human-machine
interaction

8%

Better protection of personal
data and data in general

27%

13%

Facilitating transition to a datadriven media industry 4.0
20%

Fight against misinformation and
fake news

9%

Improved accessibility to media
outlets (including support to per

23%

Other

Figure 7. Media challenge potentially addressed

Partnerships sought
When analysing the type of partnerships sought by the startups, the VC funding agreement is the most
selected option. The product co-development (corporate bilateral or multilateral agreement) was also
chosen by a high number of applicants. Looking at the graph, we can see that all options interested the
applicants in general, and none had very low numbers. It is relevant to note that applicants could select
more than one option.
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Figure 8. Partnerships sought
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Referral source
This graph demontrates the channels via which selected applicants heard first about the programme. The
majority were informed through F6S platform or F6S dissemination and scouting efforts, followed by
Referrals (within which are included referrals from all partners and intermediaries). This result
demonstrates that the most effective means of recruitment are scouting and personalised invitations. It
is relevant to note that social media and press also had an impact on the dissemination of the open call.

Referral source
6%

1%
Events
F6S

23%

Media/Press
Other
52%

Referral

Social Media

12%

Startup Europe
5%

Figure 9. Referral source

Eligible vs Non-Eligible
As outlined in D2.1 Offering and Request Templates, MediaMotorEurope conducts a 3-step evaluation
process to ensure rigor. In the first step, applicants must pass three eligibility criteria to qualify for the
next stage of the evaluation process:
a) Be incorporated (or under incorporation);
b) Be incorporated (or under incorporation) in a EU country including Horizon 2020 associated
countries (and the UK);
c) Possesses at least two members [founder(s) together with any existing employee(s)] that are
committed to the venture proposed.
Six applicants failed to meet the standards set out in this stage of assessment and were determined not
eligible. As such, 80 applications moved to the second phase of the evaluation. Since the programme
primes for rigor and transparency, the eligibility criteria and the terms and conditions are included in the
MediaMotorEurope’s website on the startups’ page, ensuring that this information is public and easily
found by the candidates. In the application form, there is a mandatory question to confirm that applicants
read this information before completing their submission.
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3. Selected startups
From the 80 finalised and eligible applications, 20 startups and scaleups were selected to join the first
support cycle of the MediaMotorEurope programme. The evaluation and selection were made by the
MME evaluators, namely a representative of each innovation hub and FastTrack, following the evaluation
guidelines defined on D2.2 Selection quality criteria and scoring methodology.
The following twenty startups and scaleups were selected for the first support cycle. The table presents
the main media challenge addressed and the innovation hub to which they have been assigned to.
Table 1. Selected startups support cycle 1

Hub

CSKC

MCB

Startup & website

VRT

Media challenge addressed

AdHash

Bulgaria

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Project Vixtape

Portugal

Better protection of personal data and data in general

StoryTracks

Ireland

Advancing human-machine interaction

Macrorec

Turkey

Advancing human-machine interaction

Mavin.org

The Netherlands

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Limecraft

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Defudger

Germany

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Anything World

United Kingdom

Other - Reduce time/cost of production

AdVerif.ai

Israel

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Web64

Norway

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

GPU AUDIO (website

Switzerland

Other - Creative tools affordability

faktual

Germany

Advancing human-machine interaction

Adwork Tech

Greece

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

Frameright

Finland

Advancing human-machine interaction

Medoid AI

Greece

Other - Hate speech in social media

Ceretai

Sweden

Other - Diversity in Media

Textgain

Belgium

Fight against misinformation and fake news

Verchable

United Kingdom

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

AKILLI CEVIRI

Turkey

Improved accessibility to media outlets

Arkane

Belgium

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0

under construction)

THE

Country
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An online portfolio of the selected startups has been made public on the project website (done by ATC as
website owner), where it is possible to download a PDF version of the complete portfolio (done by F6S).
If an investor or a media organisation is interested in receiving more details about a specific startup, they
are directed to the partner FastTrack or the hubs, who will send a more complete profile of the startup
and facilitate the interactions.
The portfolio will be updated throughout the programme, to always include all startups involved. The
MME programme will support at least 40 other startups.

Media challenges addressed
The graph below shows the percentages regarding the main media challenges addressed by the 20
selected startups and scaleups:
•

•
•

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0 is the most common challenge, with
30% of the startups falling into this category. Advancing human-machine interaction and Fight
against misinformation and fake news were also heavily selected.
The challenges least targeted this cohort are Improved accessibility to media outlets and Better
protection of personal data and data in general.
To note that the answer Other was also possible, to allow for more flexibility and include solutions
that did not fit any of the presented challenges, but where adequate for the programme.

Media challenges
Advancing human-machine
interaction
20%

Better protection of personal
data and data in general

25%

Facilitating transition to a datadriven media industry 4.0

5%
5%
20%
25%

Fight against misinformation and
fake news

Improved accessibility to media
outlets
Other

Figure 10. Media challenges
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4. Call for expressions of interest for media organisations
Until Month 8, fifteen media organisations were recruited and selected based on relevance to join the
MME programme. Although the call for expressions of interest by media organisations will be opened
throughout the project, this deliverable showcases the results obtained until the present moment. The
Annex provides a very short description of each media organisation, to support the reading of the
upcoming section: cross-matchmaking.
Table 2. Media organisations selected

Bulgarian National Television

ZDF

TV 2 Norway

Bulgaria

Germany

Norway

Media Lab Bayern

NPO

WNESSTV

Germany

Netherlands

Bulgaria

RTP

ERT MediaLab

PRN

Portugal

Greece

Bulgaria

EURONEWS

Pensoft

Fonn Group

France

Bulgaria

Norway

RMG

Mediahuis

Aifos Media

Belgium

Belgium

Greece
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Country
The following graph shows the data related to the countries where the selected media organisations are
based. We can see a predominance of the MME hubs’ countries, namely Bulgaria, Norway, Greece, and
Belgium. Media organisations are engaged through a personal one-on-one approach, where the project
partners direct their efforts in approaching organisations in their network which they know have value for
the programme and will potentially be interested in corporate-startup collaboration(s). Continuous efforts
are being made by the MME partners to approach new organisations and enrol them in the programme.

Country - Media Organisations
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

4

2

2

2

2
1

1

1

Figure 11. Country - Media Organisations

Reference to commercial activities
Regarding the commercial activities of the media organisations enrolled, the predominant ones are:
•

Media related services (9003006),

•

Radio and TV broadcasting stations (1001001),

•

Advertising and public relations (9003002), and

•

Other services (not elsewhere classified) (9003007).

Options such as Streaming (1006003), Consulting services (9003005) or Radio and TV broadcasting and
other related equipment (1001003) were also selected, showing the diversity of media organisations and
their commercial activities. Each organisation could select more than one activity, which explains the high
number of answers.
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Reference to commercial activities
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Figure 12. Reference to commercial activities - Media Organisations

Media challenges faced
In their expression of interest to join the programme, media organisations were invited to select the most
relevant challenges/priorities for them, or in which they could see potential interest in innovating. The
media challenges most selected by the media organisations were “Fight against misinformation and fake
news” and “Facilitating transition to a data/driven media industry 4.0”. These results are aligned with the
challenges most tackled by the startups selected for the first support cycle, which will facilitate the
matchmaking process and benefit both stakeholders.

Media challenges faced
12
10
8
6

11

11
8

7
5

4

4
2
0
Fight against
Facilitating
Advancing
Improved
Better
misinformation transition to a human-machine accessibility to protection of
and fake news data-driven
interaction
media outlets personal data
media industry
and data in
4.0
general

Other

Figure 13. Media sector's challenges faced - Media Organisations
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Referral source
When asked how they heard about the MME programme, most of media organisations indicated the
source Referral. This selection includes referrals from the different consortium members and affiliated
groups, such as VRT Sandbox, Media City Bergen, Cluster Sofia Knowledge City, and Sandbox Hub. Startup
Europe and F6S were the source of four applications, and the media/press and social media also
contributed to the final number of media organisations.

Referral source
9

8

8
7
6
5
4

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1
0
Referral

Startup
Europe

F6S

Media/Press Social Media

Other

Figure 14. Referral Source - Media Organisations
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5. Cross-Matchmaking
The cross-matchmaking activity is implemented within Task 2.3, led by THERMI and the innovation hubs.
Staff on behalf of the four hubs has reviewed the scope of activities and the service/product offerings of
all selected startups, including those corresponding to startups assigned to each hub. Hubs’ staff has also
reviewed the scope of activities as well as special concerns expressed by media organisations that up to
31 August 2020 have expressed their interest and joined the MediaMotorEurope programme.
Within the context of their review, the hubs identified possible matches of activities/products/services of
their assigned startups with concerns, including needs, expressed by the media organisations. In some
cases, the hubs and their staff have also identified possible matches for their assigned startups stemming
from the activities and products/services of companies other than the selected/joined ones (either media
companies or deeptech scaleups), brought up by their individual previous contacts with such companies
or discovered via a dedicated research. The review performed also led to matches in terms of potential
alliances/collaborations between selected startups for the purposes of possible product/service codevelopment, common marketing and commercial activities or for addressing needs as specified by
tenders, calls for research proposals or other procurements.
With respect to procurements, the context of which could possibly match the profiles and activities of the
selected startups, major tendering portals have been identified to be continuously monitored by all hubs
for the identification of opportunities that match the profiles of their assigned startups or the profiles of
more than one selected startups. Within the present section preliminary-only results of such monitoring
activities are presented. More thorough results of the cross-matchmaking activities will be presented in
the next version of this deliverable, due in January 2021, and/or in the periodic reports.
In this section, possible matches identified are presented for each selected startup and are arranged
according to the hub they are assigned to. The section closes with the presentation of the major
procurement portals for monitoring identified as well as the description of preliminary results of initial
monitoring activity. In the Annex it is possible to find a short description of the media organisations.
Important disclaimer: It is stressed out that the possible matches described in this deliverable correspond
solely to the opinions of the hubs’ professional staff, and do not necessarily coincide with the opinions of
the representatives of the media organisations, neither with those of the founders of the selected
startups. As such, this deliverable reflects only the MME hub’s professional staff, and none of the other
stakeholders are responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

5.1 Matches for startups assigned to THERMI - Business Incubator
Adwork Tech
Adwork Tech develops and promotes a solution based on AI processing to offer semantic description,
brand recognition and virtual product placement in video productions. With its proprietary brand
detection custom algorithms it provides exposure metrics of brands and products with respect to targeted
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viewers. The solution addresses the need for personalized targeting ads to maximize advertisement
impact and brand awareness within TV and digital channels.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
● ZDF – Grounds for co-operation with ZDF could be the needs expressed with respect to the wide
concept of digitalization of the services offered and the increased effectiveness of the workflows
applied. The meeting of part of these needs could be investigated at least via assessing Adwork
Tech’s solution with respect to personalized advertising and virtual product placement in ZDF’s
stock of video content, especially regarding ZDF’s online channels and streaming platforms.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● NPO – NPO doesn’t specify particular needs to be met, it however indicate its innovation’s
department willingness to consider solutions that may be of interest of NPO’s directorates.
Grounds for co-operation with NPO could again refer to the investigation of Adwork Tech’s
solution with respect to personalized advertising and virtual product placement in NPO’s stock
of video content, especially regarding its digital channels and offline platforms.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● RTP – Despite RTP Sandbox did not specifically described needs explicitly matching Adwork
Tech’s offering, the fact that it runs several digital projects dictates that if approached by Adwork
Tech, piloting opportunities may arise. Grounds for co-operation with RTP could concern
investigation with respect to Adwork Tech’s solution integration into RTP’s digital projects with
focus in personalized advertising and virtual product placement.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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● ERT – ERT Media Lab expresses its interest to promote digital transformation and convergence
and establish synergies with IT technologies with objectives to compete with the rising OTT
streaming services, improve its offering and become relevant to all its audience groups. In the
present case the matching of Adwork Tech’s solution with the needs expressed by ERT Media
Lab is pretty explicit. The meeting of these needs could be investigated through Adwork Tech’s
solution demonstration and further testing.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Mediahuis – As the company’s expressed need is to always stay in a competitive position,
Adwork Tech’s solution, as being particularly well-suited to the needs of advertisers with respect
to targeted personalized ads, could deserve an introduction. Grounds for co-operation could be
the integration of Adwork Tech’s solution into suitable Mediahuis platforms and its promotion
to partner advertisers.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Fonn Group – Its daughter company Mjoll offers a browser based media management solution
for journalists and video editors that applies AI for improving their workflow. It has established
a strong network of clients for its solution, also including broadcasters. Adwork Tech’s solution
could offer an extra AI-based functionality to Mjoll’s management solutions, especially for use
by video editors. Grounds for co-operation could be the integration of Adwork Tech’s solution
into Mjoll’s management solution as an extra AI module available to client companies’ video
editing teams.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
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● Limecraft – Limecraft offers an online platform used by professional video producers and post
facilities to store and exchange video, to interact and to operate the production process. Its
platform contains integrated AI services that lead to the cutting of operational costs and the
turnaround cycles of its customers. Adwork Tech could collaborate with Limecraft in order to
commonly investigate possibilities for integration of its AI-based virtual product placement
capability inside Limecraft’s platform with the purpose to provide Limecraft’s customers with a
versatile personalized targeted advertising tool.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Project Vixtape – Project Vixtape is a media platform that delivers ambient video content and
brand integrations in a respectful, less intrusive way. Project Vixtape is creating new media and
ad formats that allow content owners and advertisers to discover new audiences and revenue
streams. Adwork Tech’s solution is particularly well-suited to Project Vixtape’s scope of activities
and a possible collaboration could benefit both startups. Their collaboration could involve codevelopment of a suite offering unique brand awareness tools to advertisers.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Braingines S.A. – GPU AUDIO
GPU AUDIO is a middleware disruptive technology that enables audio producers to utilize the tremendous
processing power of cheap generic videocards (GPUs) to rapidly carry out sound processing without
compromising the quality of the end result, avoiding thus big expenditures in time and money as
compared to the usage of dedicated professional audio hardware. Braingine’s mission is to render GPU
AUDIO the standard reference platform to professional audio producers.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
● TV2 Norway – It explicitly expresses its interest on meeting needs concerned with broadcast
production and distributed workforce among others. Braingines S.A. with GPU AUDIO could
meet these needs as it offers efficient audio production as well as a potential remote/distributed
workforce production capacity, should GPU AUDIO’s middleware could be accessible online.
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o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● NPO – NPO doesn’t specify particular needs to be met, it however indicate its innovation’s
department willingness to consider solutions that may be of interest to NPO’s directorates.
Grounds for co-operation with NPO could refer to the investigation of GPU AUDIO into the audio
production process of its radio stations.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
● Accusonus – It is a VC-Backed Greek scaleup and it develops and releases user-friendly ML-based
audio processing software. Its product range includes audio repair software modules, sound
effects library modules, beat making modules and drum mixing modules, while its technology is
licensed to an increasing number of consumer media companies worldwide. A possible
collaboration with Accusonus could include common investigation on how GPU AUDIO could
complement Accusonus' technology and products and vice versa with a prospect to co-develop
combinatory products schemes and to both powerfully create and increase market share within
audio producers.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Coberg Ltd. – Frameright
Coberg Ltd develops and promotes the “Frameright” platform. Frameright enables controlled image
cropping and publishing through AI and embedded metadata creation capability. Frameright makes sure
images are always displayed correctly on all channels, devices and screens selected by publishers.
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Frameright is offered as a browser-based application and also includes an API for easy integration with
any publishing system following the most recent, widely accepted standards.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
● Fonn Group – Its daughter company Mjoll offers a browser based media management solution
for journalists and video editors that applies AI for improving their workflow. Mjoll has
established a strong network of clients for its solution, also including broadcasters. Coberg’s
“Frameright” could offer an extra AI-based functionality to Mjoll’s management solutions,
especially for use by image editors, should Mjoll be interested in extending its offerings to also
include AI-based accurately framed and easy-to-retrieve and publish images.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● RMG – Despite RMG’s expressed concerns do not specifically include image cropping and
publishing, those processes are indispensable in the every-day activities of the editorial teams
of magazines, either printed or digital. Colberg’s Frameright platform could offer meaningful
grounds for an assessment on behalf of RMG’s editorial team, as Frameright could offer them a
solution to improve RMG’s workflow with respect to image publishing.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
● Verchable – Verchable develops and promotes an application that attributes metadata to
videos, enabling content owners to search, analyse and commercialise their video libraries at
scale. Since Frameright also possesses metadata attribution to images/photos, a possible
alliance of the two startups in order to promote a single application to offer video as well as
image metadata attribution could be worth investigating.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.
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−

Service offering and business case definition.

Faktual
Faktual is an evolving NLP-supported SaaS research suite that accelerates journalists’ desk research and
article composing. Faktual collects information from user-selected online sources and internal databases
and the NLP-Algorithms applied summarise the collected information by extracting the research’s text
that is most relevant to the facts brought up. Faktual therefor eliminates the need to filter irrelevant
sources and read unnecessary text before composing an article. The end result for a journalist is the fast
and accurate article composition.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
● Fonn Group – Its daughter company 7 Mountains offers a cloud news and storytelling platform
for journalists. This tool enables journalists to transparently collaborate, collect resources and
plan and pitch stories and articles among other features. The company has recently expanded
in the North and South American markets. As 7 Mountains explicitly expresses a need for
integration of AI-based applications that would automate tasks and ease the workflow for a
journalist, the matching in the present case is pretty straightforward and could focus on if and
how Faktual could be integrated in 7 Mountains’ platform.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● ZDF – Grounds for co-operation with ZDF could be the needs expressed with respect to the wide
concept of digitalization of the services offered and the increased effectiveness of the workflows
applied. The meeting of part of these needs could be investigated at least via assessing Faktual
as a time-saving solution to be used by ZDF’s journalists’ crews.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Euronews – Euronews does not specifically addresses concerns with respect to particular needs
to be covered, its representative however does indicate the transition to a data-driven media
industry 4.0 as a major challenge to be met by the European media industry. Nevertheless, as
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Euronews operates a multiplicity of digital on-line news portals in different European languages,
grounds for co-operation with Faktual could at least be the assessment of Faktual for possible
adoption by journalists engaged with Euronews.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● RMG – RMG’s expressed concerns that despite not including explicit needs for the way
journalists compose their articles, they do include automation enabling with respect to
journalists’ workflows. Faktual offers automation, therefor meaningful grounds for an
assessment on behalf of RMG are offered. These could refer to fast and accurate articles’
composition by engaged journalists to be published inside any of RMG’s digital or printed
editions.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Mediahuis – As the company’s expressed need is to always stay in a competitive position,
Faktual could offer them a tool that could render their journalistic network more productive
within the same time occupation.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
● Textgain – Textgain develops technologies that can automate the discovery of online
disinformation and toxicity of textual content, in order for journalists and moderators to quickly
respond to and mitigate the problem. Textgain and Faktual could investigate the possibility of
joining forces and know-how in order to co-develop new product offerings as well as to address
goals expected as they are dictated by suitable calls for research proposals in the field of AI to
the service of misinformation fighting and journalistic research automation.
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o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Mutual product/service introduction and assessment

−

Use cases and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● AdVerif.ai – AdVerif.ai is developing the FakeRank AI to automatically identify disinformation
and build trustworthiness into online media. FakeRank is built upon state-of-the-art deep
technology and is utilizing proprietary data provided through partnerships with trusted
organizations. AdVerif.ai and Faktual could investigate the possibility of joining forces and knowhow in order to co-develop new product offerings as well as to address goals expected as they
are dictated by suitable calls for research proposals in the field of AI to the service of
misinformation fighting and credible journalistic research automation.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Mutual product/service introduction and assessment

−

Use cases and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Medoid.ai
Medoid.ai develops and promotes an ML-based hate speech detection engine “Hatebusters”, which is
operating and trained via croud-sourcing. With “Hatebusters”, Medoid.ai aims to empower people's voice
in social media with respect to hate-speech detection and opinion mining.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
● NPO – NPO doesn’t specify particular needs to be met, it however indicate its innovation’s
department willingness to consider solutions that may be of interest of NPO’s directorates.
Grounds for co-operation with NPO could refer to the investigation of “Hatebusters” with
respect to hate speech detection and opinion mining in their social medias.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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● RMG – Within RMG’s expressed concerns, social media listening/monitoring/crawling tools are
explicitly defined as a need to be addressed. Medioid.ai, based on the concepts of “Hatebusters”
engine could offer means to address RMG’s specific request.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● RTP – Despite RTP Sandbox did not specifically described needs explicitly matching Medoid’s
offering, Medoid’s engine could worth the assessment on behalf of RTP as it may offer a solution
to RTP’s specific concern to achieve a better recommendation system for services to be offered
by its platforms, for the purpose to make more informed decisions and bring its services
portfolio closer to the needs of their users (RTP’s customers).
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Pensoft – Pensoft is actively involved in research & development and expresses interest to cooperate with an AI service provider for the development of tools for semantic publishing,
machine readability and data-driven publishing. Medoid.ai with its ML engine is such a service
provider and might contribute to Pensoft’s specific requests.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones

● I am here International –“I am here International” is an initiative that counters hate and
misinformation online to protect freedom of speech and democracy. It is a movement which
focuses on actions to daily counter-speak on identified hate speech incidents in social media,
creating and sharing content to stimulate counter speech, supporting the targeted/ victimized
and organising specific webinars and events to promote its actions and methods. Medoid.ai with
the “Hatebusters” engine perfectly matches the scope of activities of “I am here International”
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and could ally with it especially with respect to the efforts of identifying hate speech in the social
media in order to render the initiative’s actions more proactive and efficient.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
● Textgain – Textgain develops technologies that can automate the discovery of online
disinformation and toxicity of textual content, in order for journalists and moderators to quickly
respond to and mitigate the problem. Textgain and Medoiod.ai could investigate the possibility
of joining forces and know-how in order to co-develop new product offerings as well as to
address goals expected as they are dictated by suitable calls for research proposals in the field
of AI to the service of hate speech detection and countering and misinformation fighting.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Mutual product/service introduction and assessment

−

Use cases and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Ceretai – Ceretai develops and promotes an AI-based SaaS tool for the monitoring, detection
and reporting of gender equality, diversity and social inclusion in the content of media houses.
Certetai and Medoiod.ai could investigate the possibility of joining forces and know-how in order
to co-develop new product offerings focused on textual analysis with respect to various inclusion
monitoring and reporting aspects in written and social media. They could also commonly
address goals expected as they are dictated by suitable calls for research proposals in the field
of AI to the service of social inclusion and gender equality in digital media.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Mutual product/service introduction and assessment

−

Use cases and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

● Mavin – Mavin develops an ecosystem of crowd-sourced, reputation-based, rating and
commenting tools in order to enable internet users to instantly recognise the trustworthiness of
content they read, share or engage in. To achieve this, it applies proprietary AI technology to
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democratise the collective fight against fake news. Mavin and Medoiod.ai could investigate the
possibility to combine their croud-sourcing oriented approach to opinion mining and co-develop
applications to address trust in news and commentaries.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Mutual product/service introduction and assessment

−

Use cases and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

5.2 Matches for startups assigned to Cluster Sofia knowledge city
AdHash
AdHash makes transparency the default state of digital advertising. They reduce the commissions in digital
advertising by an order of magnitude, and thus allow media companies to monetise their publications
much more effectively and create higher-quality free content. AdHash is an open source protocol for
trading advertising via real-time bidding. It allows advertisers to serve ads directly to users, eliminating
the need for any third-party ad serving, targeting, verification, tracking, and analytics providers. The result
is significant cost reduction and enhanced transparency, security, and efficiency. Their customers are:
publishers, advertisers, ad agencies, ad tech providers, independent users.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• PRnew.info – Since it is an information portal promoting news and services, the matching is y
straightforward and could focus on the use of AdHash solution in its way to efficiently and
transparently monetize its promoted content.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0.

−

New offerings.

−

Product/service improvements.

−

Competitive advantage.

• Pensoft Publishers Ltd. – AdHash can offer its solution to the use of Pensoft’s products and
services.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

New technologies and tools.

−

Product/service improvements.
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−

New service offering.

−

Competitive advantage.

• Mediahuis – AdHash can work with Mediahuis to find synergies along the advertising supply
chain.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Facilitating transition to a data-driven media industry 4.0.

−

Product/service improvements.

−

New service offering.

−

Competitive advantage.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• Adwork Tech – Adwork offers AI processing for semantic description, brand recognition and
virtual product placement and currently addresses to the need for personalized targeting ads
that maximize the brands awareness and impact through TV & Digital channels. Adwork
responds to the difficulty in targeting core audience with TV ads, due to the annoyance of the
viewers and the difficulty. Both start-ups can work together in the advertising industry.
• Mavin – Mavin is creating an ecosystem of crowd-sourced, reputation-based, rating and
commenting tools to enable internet users to instantly recognise the trustworthiness of content
they read, share or engage in. This will help to restore online trust, fight misinformation, bad
bots and trolls while offering publishers additional engagement, traffic and revenue. AdHash
and Mavin are part of the Sofia hub so they can easily collaborate in the publishing industry.
• Project Vixtape – Project Vixtape is creating new media and ad formats that allow content
owners and advertisers to discover new audiences and revenue streams. In this respect AdHash
can work together with Project Vixtape to use the AdHash Bidder for matching supply and
demand. Project Vixtape works with ad agencies in the transition to Digital Out Of Home (DOOH)
content. Their long- term vision is to build a marketplace which can be done in partnership with
AdHash Bidder.

−

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• Ciela Norma – one of the leading publishing companies in Bulgaria who provides media services,
online platforms, etc.
• Nurofy

Project Vixtape
Project Vixtape is a media platform that delivers ambient video content and brand integrations in a
respectful, less intrusive way. Project Vixtape is creating new media and ad formats that allow content
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owners and advertisers to discover new audiences and revenue streams. Project Vixtape helps venues
such as lounges, bars, gyms and hotels to show more relevant, interesting and respectful messages by
delivering culturally relevant content with brand messages on screens and digital signage solutions. They
are partnering with ad agencies to facilitate the process of transition to more Digital Out Of Home (DOOH)
content and the respective allocation of budgets.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Media Lab Bayern – As Media Lab Bayern offers a startup acceleration program for media
startups of different maturity levels and work closely together with German media companies,
a possible collaboration of Project Vixtape with Media Lab Bayern could offer a good opportunity
for Project Vixtape’s market entry in Germany.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Focused Market entry acceleration programme.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• ERT – A possible partnership with ERT could provide Project Vixtape access to a new
international market, the Greek one.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service improvement.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Meeting the changing and demanding needs and expectations of the audience.

−

Digital transformation.

• BNT – The collaboration between BNT and Project Vixtape could open the entry of Project
Vixtape to the Bulgarian market.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service improvement.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Meeting the changing and demanding needs and expectations of the audience.

−

Digital transformation.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• StoryTracks – Storytracks is a storytelling platform providing one of the most authentic means
of digital engagement today. A highly engaging and immersive mobile application that allows
clients to create and distribute audio and video content through multiple channels connecting
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them with their target customers in-destination. Their advantage is bringing local areas to life
through the telling of local stories by local people. StoryTracks allow them to self-explore hidden
gems and positively engage with you whilst in-destination. A great way to both drive ancillary
revenues and improve the customer experience they can join forces with Project Vixtape to
develop new content and revenue streams.
• Verchable – Verchable makes videos intelligent. They have a proprietary AI that runs 150x faster
than real-time, using low computation. They attribute contextual time-based metadata to
videos, enabling companies to search, analyse and commercialise their video libraries at scale.
Thus, Verchable can be part of the media ecosystem built by Project Vixtape that connects
content producers with advertisers, along with external technology partners in order to deliver
media to venues and individual users.
−

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• DOOH
• JCDecaux

StoryTracks
StoryTracks is a storytelling platform providing one of the most authentic means of digital engagement
today. A highly engaging and immersive mobile application that allows clients to create and distribute
audio and video content through multiple channels connecting them with their target customers indestination. It provides the deeply engaging, personalized, authentic content that tourism businesses,
corporate brands and Travel tech platforms are all seeking out.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Aifos Media – Aifos media is an Audio Storytelling company via Podcast Production and
publication. The company could benefit by StoryTracks in its search to scale the content of its
platform and engage audience through an advanced user experience.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Wider online distribution.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Promotion and visibility.

• Fonn Group – The cloud-based storytelling tools that the daughter company 7 Mountains offer
could be a very good fit for StoryTracks and its internationalization with entry to the Nordic
countries.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Technology advances.
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−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Meeting the changing and demanding needs and expectations of the audience.

• WNESSTV – Efficiency First Media OOD provides wellness video content production,
international TV channel and a VOD platform and these media could be a good fit for
StoryTracks’s novel technology and services, especially with respect to content’s upgrading to
attract audience.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Wider online distribution.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Meeting the changing and demanding needs and expectations of the audience.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• Anything World - The Anything World platform is the fastest way for developers to create AI
driven 3D voice experiences; currently out of reach for most in a barely convergent landscape.
Anything World combines cutting edge Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Understanding,
Computer Vision and extensive 3D libraries to allow users to request, see, manipulate and
experience anything they can think of. The partnership between these two start-ups can add the
functionality or unique layers of behavioural intelligence that Anything World offers.
• Web64 – Web64 develops a tool in order to help people make more informed decisions. As
Web64 develops a platform that monitors how ideas spread and grow throughout the society,
its activity well-matches the offering of StoryTracks and can actually provide the tool to
StoryTracks to measure the impact and engagement level to StoryTracks’s platform.
• Textgain – Textgain develops technologies that can automate the discovery of undesirable usergenerated content. As being such, those technologies could support StoryTracks platform in the
field of content creation and checking.
• AKILLI CEVIRI – AKILLI CEVIRI offers access to information and equal opportunities with assistive
technologies developed for the hearing and visually impaired. Its technology dynamically
translates web and video contents into sign language using a real human translator. Through a
possible partnership, StoryTracks could broaden its target groups by providing access to their
storytelling for the hearing and visually impaired.

−

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• Bergen Sentrum
• Norsk-Reiseliv.no
• Fjord Norge

Mavin
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Mavin offers an ecosystem of crowd-sourced, reputation-based, rating and commenting tools to enable
internet users to instantly recognise the trustworthiness of content they read, share or engage in. This
will help to restore online trust, fight misinformation, bad bots and trolls while offering publishers
additional engagement, traffic and revenue. Mavin have developed the Mavin Trust Score, where AI and
the crowd determine how trustworthy any piece of content is.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Pensoft Publishers Ltd. – Pensoft is a science publisher which could be of great value for Mavin
and their need for integration to more publishing platforms to gain traction and for the Mavin
Trust Score Icon to be visible alongside millions of articles, providing free marketing.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

New technologies and tools.

−

Product/service improvements.

−

New service offering.

−

Competitive advantage

• Euronews – Euronews could assess Mavin’s tools to evaluate the value offered by them in the
field of Fake news and disinformation identification.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Technology advances.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Meeting the changing and demanding needs and expectations of the audience.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• Anything World - The Anything World platform is the fastest way for developers to create AI
driven 3D voice experiences; currently out of reach for most in a barely convergent landscape.
Anything World combines cutting edge Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Understanding,
Computer Vision and extensive 3D libraries to allow users to request, see, manipulate and
experience anything they can think of. The partnership between these two start-ups can add the
functionality or unique layers of behavioural intelligence that Anything World offers.
• Web64 – Web64 develops a tool in order to help people make more informed decisions. As
Web64 develops a platform that monitors how ideas spread and grow throughout the society,
its activity well-matches the offering of Mavin. Mavin can join forces with Web64 in order to
apply Web64’s solution, together with Web64, to media companies, political parties, factchecking organisations and researchers in Norway, Denmark and Portugal.
• AdVerif.ai – AdVerif.ai is developing the FakeRank AI to automatically identify disinformation,
build trustworthiness into online media and advertising networks, and support the news
ecosystem by empowering humans to fight fake news at scale. Mavin and AdVerif.ai could enter
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a collaboration dedicated to the investigation of the integration of FakeRank into the Trust Score
and/or vice versa.
−

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• Electric Friends
• Vizrt
• Bergen Robotics

MacroRec Cinema Technologies Ltd.
MacroRec is producing modular camera control systems that can be programmed and controlled by
mobile devices specially designed for the filmmaking, photography and personal broadcast industries.
They are the only motion control solution providers with seamlessly integrated cloud solutions for
multiple location one click controlling and synchronized production.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• ΒΝΤ – A possible collaboration between the Bulgarian National Television and MacroRec could
open MacroRec’s entry in the Bulgarian market via a testing protocol to be determined by the
production department of BNT.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service improvement.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Digital transformation.

• ZDF – Again, collaboration between ZDF and Macrorec could support the internationalization of
MacroRec via a new market entry to be formulated under the same grounds as in the previous
case.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service improvement.

−

New technologies and solutions.

−

Digital transformation.

• NPO – MacroRec could be valuable partner for NPO’s production unit for the same reasons as
in the previous two candidate partnerships with National broadcasters.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service improvement.

−

New technologies and solutions.
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−
−

Digital transformation.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• Limecraft – Limecraft Flow is an online platform used by producers and post facilities worldwide
to store and exchange video, to interact and to operate the production process. A possible
collaboration between MacroRec and Limecraft could open doors for a wide range of new
customers and partners to MacroRec.

−

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• A leading European film production studios who could provide feedback and apply the solutions
developed by MacroRec.
• Trolls and bots

5.3 Matches for startups assigned to Media City Bergen – Media Cluster
Limecraft
Limecraft Flow is an online platform that facilitates store and exchange of video, to interact and to operate
the production process in any kind of media production. Seamlessly integrated AI services allow customers
to industrialise their processes, thereby drastically cutting operational cost and turnaround cycles.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Fonn Group – A Norwegian technology group that concentrate on developing production and
journalist tools for the media and entertainment group. They have two companies under the
umbrella that deliver cloud-based production tools within production asset management and
story centric tools for journalists. They are always looking for collaborations with other
innovative companies within the same tech area. Grounds for matchmaking could be a possible
collaboration in products.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• TV 2 Norway – They have explicitly expressed its interest on meeting needs concerned with
broadcast production and distributed workforce among others. Limecraft could be a possible
match for AI services on top of smaller workflows outside the inhouse/core-workflow.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.
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−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• WNESSTV – They are a video content producer and produces both own content and content for
advertising clients. In order to do wide online distribution they need an easy way to implement
our content to the VOD platforms of those big media/telco European companies and have
guaranteed audience. They are looking for solutions to produce more content and translate in
different European languages. Limecraft could be a possible match to make their workflow
easier and therefore produce more content.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• Verchable – Verchable is a startup that specializes in «making videos intelligent». Their
proprietary AI runs 150x faster than real-time, using low computation. Verchable attributes
contextual time-based metadata to videos, enabling companies to search, analyse and
commercialise their video libraries at scale. A possible integration of Verchable’s intelligent
video in Limecraft’s workflow/library tool could be a good match, worth investigating.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• Monday Productions – They are a production company making stories for both sports and
entertainment. They have one location but most of the staff is always out on location making
footage and sometimes also finishing stories on location. We can see a good match with Monday
Productions and Limecraft to achieve a smooth workflow, both internally and on location.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.
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−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Defudger
Defudger develops and promotes a solution for fact-checking: they simplify the process and shorten the
time spent on collecting background information and analyzing the content for inconsistencies. Their AIbased algorithms detect manipulations in images and videos including detecting deepfake videos.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Fonn Group – It has two companies under their umbrella that deliver cloud-based production
tools within production asset management and story centric tools for journalists. Within the
production asset management a possible good match for Defudger exists with respect to
analysis of the content as part of the workflow of both tools of Defudger.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• TV 2 Norway – It operates a 24/7 news channel and also a newsdriven webpage. They are
explicitly looking for technology and help to reduce the misinformation in all their newspublications, both linear, OTT and standard webpages. TV 2 Norway are not likely to get more
manpower to do fact-checking. A possible good match with Defudger in the use of AI-based
algorithms to detect manipulations is made evident.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• PRnew.info – A Bulgarian company that specializes in gathering and publishing info, as an
information portal for media, PR and marketing news. Working close to PR agencies and
entrepreneurs for communicating their services and news, PRnew.info have explicitly expressed
their interest for finding innovations regarding misinformation and fake news.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.
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−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• BNT – The Bulgarian National Television have joined the MME-program by stating that they are
looking for innovations in the category of Fake news identification. Defudger delivers factchecking of both video and pictures so it seems a good match to the concerns expressed.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with other selected startups
• Limecraft – A possible collaboration could be to include Defudger in Limecraft’s workflow.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• Faktisk.no – Faktisk.np is a Norwegian non-profit organization that are doing fact-checking for
their members. Their members are the main news-organizations in Norway and faktisk.no is also
funded by these companies. Faktisk.no have a lot of competence both in technology and general
knowledge in misinformation. There should be a good match for possible collaboration,
especially with respect to exchange of knowledge.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

AdVerif.ai
AdVerifai.ai is a scaleup from Israel that develops and promotes a solution for fact-checking: They are
developing a FakeRank AI to automatically identify disinformation. They are aiming to assist advertisers
to keep their brand safe, a publisher to verify that the advertising content meets their policy and an ad
network catering to advertisers and publishers.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
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• PRnew.info – PRnew.info has explicitly expressed that it is looking for innovations regarding
misinformation and fake news and because of their ongoing contacts with PR departments and
medias it is believed that a match would worth investigating.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• Fonn Group – Within the production asset management and journalist tools of Fonn Group a
possible good match is evident for Verif-ai, in order to analyze content as part of the workflow
of the tools.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• RMG – As RMG handles a lot of brands throughout a lot of magazines both on papers and online,
a fake news detection tool could worth the assessment. Potential for a possible match exists.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Anything World
Anything World is a startup from the UK that develops and promotes a system for developers to create AI
driven 3D voice experiences. They are using AI, Natural Language Understanding, Computer Vision and 3D
libraries to allow users to request, see, manipulate and experience base upon input from voice/speech.
This is very special, and we do not know any company that present something similar.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Media Lab Bayern – An innovation hub and startup accelerator for digital media and journalism.
They aim to support talents, startups and media companies in building the future of media. This
lap can be seen as a good match to start and keep on working on how Anything World’s
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innovation can be implemented in the world of graphics development. Maybe also in the hasty
news publishers.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• Myreze – Myreze is a Norwegian international graphics company providing both technology and
design for broadcasters. They are a very forward leaning company and always looking for
possible collaborators. Myreze mainly works with virtual and artificial graphics and Anything
World is within this segment. A match can be seen in the sense of possible collaboration within
a project.
o

•

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

YLE Sandbox – YLE is the public broadcaster in Helsinki/Finland. They are doing extensive
publishing in several linear TV channels, radio and online/OTT. In their organisation they have a
sandbox-department and they have a history in doing very interesting projects. They also are
quite in front regarding use of graphics, both as virtual and augmented reality. A possible match
can be seen with Anything World as a potential Sandbox-project at YLE.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction.

−

Testing.

Web64
Web64 is a Norwegian scaleup making the Google Analytics for society and Spotify for content, in order
to help people, make more informed decisions. They are building a platform that will monitor how ideas
spread and grow throughout society, collecting everything being published in a country and using Artificial
Intelligence to discover hidden connections. They have some customers in Norway, Denmark and
Portugal. Because they are depending on language we need to concentrate on these countries. They aim
to incorporate German, later on.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
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• RTP – A possible match with Web64 can be seen for RTP`s online news and sports.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• Fonn Group – Within the story centric tools for journalists offered by Fonn Group, a possible
good match can be seen Web64 as a collaborator.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

5.4 Matches for startups assigned to VRT Sandbox
Verchable

Verchable builds next gen video search and understanding for media and entertainment. Their
proprietary Computer Vision Multiple Object Tracking AI runs at 4000fps (150x faster than real-time
video streaming speed), using low computation. Using this Verchable generates real-time granular
metadata creation which is both spatially and time-series aware, served through an API. This
metadata can be used for greater search and visibility, content analytics, recommendation systems
and categorization.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• Fonn Group – Its daughter company Mjoll offers a browser-based media management solution
for journalists and video editors that applies AI for improving their workflow. It has established
a strong network of clients for its solution, also including broadcasters. Verchable’s video search
solution could fit the needs of the editors and improve the workflow offered.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.
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• RMG – RMG expressed their need to enable personalized experiences across all digital
properties, Adapt content with a specific focus on Generation Z media consumption habits,
Deploy RPA (Robotic Process Automation) throughout the whole organization to eliminate
repetitive tasks, Increase reader/customer engagement across all digital properties, Robot
journalism (support Dutch and French) for a specific type of editorial content (e.g. sport results,
weather), Deploy text-to-speech driven solutions and deploy speech-to-text driven solutions.
Verchable’s video search solution could be a meaningful asset for the editorial team and improve
the workflow by speeding up the research process of videos.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• ZDF – ZDF expressed their need for digitalisation, fake News identification and more effective
workflows. Verchable’s video search solution could help improve the workflows of ZDF.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

AKILLI CEVIRI

Akilli Ceviri Sistemleri Bilisim is a SME founded in 2019. It provides solutions for hearing and visually
impaired by using artificial intelligence in the area of assistive technology.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• TV2 Norway – TV2 Norway offers software and services for streaming and broadcasting and
explicitly expresses its interest on meeting needs concerned with broadcast production and
distributed workforce among others. Akilli Ceviri could improve the services offered and make
its media outlets more accessible to the hearing and visually impaired.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.
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−

Service offering and business case definition.

• VRT – Akili Ceviri could help the VRT brands to make their media outlets more accessible to
the hearing and visually impaired.
o

−

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Possible matches with companies other than the selected/joined ones
• NRK – Norsk Rikskringkasting, NRK for short, is Norway's national broadcaster. The head
office is in Oslo. The broadcaster was founded as a private company in 1924. The Norwegian
state took over this company in 1933, and then obtained a monopoly on radio and later on
television. Akili Ceviri could help NRK to make its media outlets more accessible to the
hearing and visually impaired.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

Arkane

Arkane started with a blockchain platform with custodial solutions so that enterprises could integrate
blockchain. Since imec.Istart project, it decided to focus on a core market gaming and digital
entertainment. Next to Arkane’s platform and custodial solutions, a marketplace service and unity
plugin is under development so that digital assets can directly be registered on blockchain so that
end-users can interact with the asset marketplace without any blockchain knowledge.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• VRT – One of VRT Brands for kids is interested in using Arkane’s gaming assets to integrate
in an existing show for kids.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.
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−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

• RMG – Arkane would be an added value to improve RMG’s personalized experiences across its
digital properties.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Service offering and business case definition.

TextGain
TEXTGAIN was founded in 2015 as a spin-off of the University of Antwerp (Belgium). They specialize in the
development of Artificial Intelligence that automatically detects and monitors harmful societal trends and
tensions, such as polarization and disinformation. In 2016, Textgain gained significant attention for its
efforts to detect jihadist propaganda on social media and the company has since then expanded its
software stack to detect online signs of radicalization in all of its aspects, including extreme left and
extreme right.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• ZDF – ZDF expressed their need for digitalisation, fake News and more effective workflows. Text
Gain could be a useful tool to integrate in their workflow to detect fake news.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Digital transformation.

• RTP – Text Gain could definitely collaborate with RTP in their fight against fake news.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.
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Ceretai

Ceretai was founded in early 2018 with the idea of building an automated tool for detecting norms
and stereotypes in popular culture. Ceretai develops and promotes an AI-based SaaS tool for the
monitoring, detection and reporting of gender equality, diversity and social inclusion in the content of
media houses.
-

Possible matches with joined media organisations
• VRT – VRT has an aim to improve its diversity in their content but no concrete way to
measure it. Knowledge is needed for improvement. Ceretai’s analysis would be a great way
to start.
o

Candidate objectives of collaboration
−

Product/service introduction and assessment.

−

Product/service improvements and adaptation aspects definition.

−

Testing.

−

Digital transformation.

5.5 Procurements monitoring and preliminary findings
Major portals initially identified for monitoring procurements and perform opportunity spotting for the
selected startups are presented as follows:
o

TED – Tenders Electronic Daily, supplement to the Official Journal of the EU

o

European Commission’s funding & tender opportunities

o

The Belgian e-Procurement platform

o

DOFFIN - The Norwegian national notification database for public procurement.

o

The private global tenders portal

In the next version of the present deliverable due for January 2021, should any additional credible,
accessible and easy to operate web-based procurement databases are identified, they will be added as
available relevant sources of information with respect to procurements’ watch.
Initial scanning for tenders that are open and particularly suited to the activities of the selected startups
were not identified. However, relevant, horizontally addressable by the majority of the selected startups,
open instruments to accept proposals under forthcoming calls were identified under HORIZON 2020
programme. These are the following:
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➔ SME Instrument (EIC-SMEInst-2018-2020) with an open call until October 7th, 2020, 17.00
CET
➔ Fast Track to Innovation (FTI) (EIC-FTI-2018-2020) with an open call until October 27 th,
2020, 17.00 CET
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6. Conclusions
This document presents the statistics of the first open call for startups of the MediaMotorEurope
programme. It is relevant to observe that the first open call was very successful, with 145 expressions of
interest and 86 finalised applications, surpassing the target value set for the KPI “Number of startups
applying to join the programme across the hubs” (250 across the whole programme; ~ 83 applications per
open call). Applications came from several EU and H2020 associated countries, with 92% of the startups
either incorporated/legally established or in the process of incorporation, with the majority of the startups
incorporated in the last four years. Only 6 applicants were considered not eligible.
The high number of applications enabled the selection of 20 high-quality startups and scaleups, with
strong solutions that can add value to the programme. The consortium will continue to adapt and improve
its methods of dissemination, ensuring the same high standards for each support cycle.
Following the conclusion of the first open call and the analysis of the metrics discussed in this deliverable,
a short article highlighting the key points and interesting information for the general public was shared
on the MediaMotorEurope blog, as well as on social media in the form of an infographic.
A very satisfactory number was achieved with respect to candidate matches identified after the selection
of the 20 startups/scaleups of the first support cycle. A total of 98 unique candidate possible matches
were identified by the hubs’ professionals. Among them, 56 unique candidate possible matches were
identified between selected startups and joined media organisations, 23 between selected startups and
18 between selected startups and companies other than the selected/joined ones as they have been
spotted by the hubs’ professional staff. These matchmaking results offer an excellent starting point for
the support to be provided to the selected startups during the first support cycle.
Two open instruments which can be horizontally addressable by the majority of the selected startups
(including in partnership) were identified under the HORIZON 2020 programme, while five relevant and
credible online portals for procurement and tender opportunities’ spotting to the benefit of selected
startups were identified. Despite no tenders that are open and particularly suited to the activities of the
selected startups being identified by the initial scanning performed, the identified portals and any
additional credible tender portals will be continuously monitored by the hubs’ professionals for spotting
upcoming opportunities for the selected startups during the first support cycle. The same holds for future
calls for proposals of the European Commission, particularly under the next programming period.
This is the first of three deliverables which will report on the results of the three open calls. The results of
the second and third open calls will be presented in D2.4 Support cycle’s call report v2 (M12) and D2.5
Support cycle’s call report v3 (M18).
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Annex – Media Organisations
This annex presents a very brief profile of the media organisations that joined the MediaMotorEurope
programme, for an easier reading of section 5.
•

Aifos Media – Aifos media is an Audio Storytelling and Podcast Production SME operating its own
Podcast portal.

•

BNT – The Bulgarian National Television is the national broadcasting corporation in Bulgaria. BNT
broadcasts four TV services: BNT1, BNT2, BNT3, BNT4.

•

ERT – The public broadcaster of Greece. It operates four national and one international TV and
radio services, local radio services from 19 regional stations, on-line and HBBTV platforms. Its
interest was expressed by its branch “ERT Media Lab”, established with the purpose of facilitating
the adoption of new technologies to the service of broadcasters.

•

Euronews – Euronews is Europe’s leading international news channel. It has been delivering
impartial news trusted by audiences across the world, available in almost 400 million homes
across 160 countries, including 67% of homes in the European Union and the UK. It reaches almost
150 million people every month. It offers 12 distinct language editions, with a “glocal” approach
to news adapted to the expectations of local audiences. Euronews has also dedicated shows
covering topics like science, climate, business, current affairs and culture, both on television and
on its digital platforms. Its English language edition offers 17 hours of anchored news shows every
weekday.

•

Fonn Group – A Norwegian technology group offering improved workflow solutions for journalists
and video editors. The group is headquartered in Media City Bergen, Norway. Group companies
are Mjoll and 7Mountains; software companies offering cloud based storytelling and production
tools for the worldwide media market, and Mediability; a video equipment reseller in the Nordics.

•

Mediahuis – It is a Belgian media company owning a wide range of cross-media brands. Its news
consumers have 24/7 access to its brands via a wide range of platforms and is a strategic partner
of advertisers, offering them commercial solutions.

•

NPO – A Dutch public broadcaster with interest expressed by its innovation department. It
operates 3 linear TV channels, 5 digital theme channels and a plethora of offline offers (websites,
apps, social media channels), beyond several conventional and online radio stations.

•

Pensoft – It is an academic publishing company that publishes on-line textual data for journals,
books and conferences. Pensoft is actively involved in research & development and its products
include Science publishing of open access journals, books and conference materials; an ARPHA
Publishing Platform; Communication and dissemination services for scientific projects.

•

PRnew.info - Information portal for media, PR and marketing news. PRN works with PR agencies,
companies and entrepreneurs for communicating their services and news.
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•

Media Lab Bayern - An innovation hub and startup accelerator for digital media and journalism.
Supporting talents, startups and media companies in building the future of media. They offer a
startup acceleration program for media startups of different maturity levels and work closely
together with German media companies.

•

RMG – Roularta Media Group is a Belgian multimedia group, market leader in the field of
magazines (in Durch and French). Main news fields covered are business and lifestyle. RMG’s
editorial staff designs and operates the largest Belgian news room. In addition, it publishes the
largest free magazine in Belgium.

•

RTP – The public media broadcaster of Portugal. It has several digital projects ongoing such as RTP
Play, RTPPalcos, RTPEnsina, RTPArquivos among others. Its interest was expressed by its branch
“RTP Sandbox”.

•

TV2 Norway – It is a leading Norwegian commercial broadcaster. TV2 Norway is open to assess
solutions within broadcast Production, streaming technology/cloud and distributed/mobile
workforce.

•

WNESSTV - Efficiency First Media OOD produces wellness video content and it operates an
international TV channel and a VOD platform.

•

ZDF – A nationwide public German broadcaster operating various TV and online
channels. Grounds for co-operation with ZDF could be the needs expressed with respect to the
wide concept of digitalization of the services offered and the increased effectiveness of the
workflows applied.
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